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New marketing
campaign focuses
on .consistency
To.day Central will
unveil a new
marketing effort
aimed at
spreading
Central's good
word through a
uniform image
by Shane Cleveland
News editor
In the past, prospective students to
Central Washington University could
receive several publications and
brochures from the university that
wouldn't even look like they came
from the same school.
In addition, Central experienced a
downturn in enrollment in fall of
2002.
Then newly hired President
Jerilyn Mc°Intyre, created a Market
Study Task Force charged with finding ways to reverse this trend.
With one-time money provided by
the legislature the task force
increased the number of recruiters in
high schools and community colleges
and dispersed more materials promoting the university.
Mcintyre credits the task force's

early efforts for Central's present
record-high
enrollment
level.
However, a consultant hired by the
task force, Stamats Inc., revealed
there. is still much the institution
could do to improve its image.
A survey of prospective students,
parents and counselors suggested that
while most held Central in a favorable light, not much was known about
the small-town school.
"(Those surveyed) didn't react
negatively, but didn't think of anything but teacher preparation,"
Mcintyre said.
Guided by the Stamats findings,
Central
hired
Desautel-Hege
Communications to develop a marketing plan. While the original need
to recruit students to increase enrollment was no longer there, DesautelHege addressed inability to promote
its strengths.
The result; a new institutional signature,.revised graphics and publication standards, a series of media ads
to promote Central and a redesigned
Web site.
"It's not just about recruitment,
it's about communication and dealing
with the fact that there was no uniform image," Mcintyre said.
Recruitment, alumni and sports
publications and materials will all
have their own unique logos designed
in a similar fashion. Accompanying

See IMAGE, page 5

Speaker addresses civil liberties following 9 /11
by Jennifer McDaniel
Staff reporter
More than 300 people attended Dr.
Roger Newman's lecture "Civil
Liberties After the September 11th
Attacks" Tuesday evening. Originally
scheduled to be held in the Mary
Grupe Center, the over-capacity of the
audience forced a relocation to the
Samuelson Union Building Ballroom.
The Douglas Honors College
(DHC) sponsored the event. Dr. Barry
Donahue, director of DHC, heard
Newman speak about five years ago
and was impressed with his recent
book on Supreme Court Justice Hugo
Black which was a contender for the

Pulitzer Prize, and invited him to
Central Washington University.
Donahue was pleased with the large
turnout and said that normally he
would have limited the question and
answer session. He allowed it to run
longer because of student interest and
debate.
"If tru'th is the first casualty of war
then second is civil liberties" was the
opening line of his speech.
In October 2001, Congress passed
the Patriot Act, 170 pages in length,
which both conflicts with and overrides many other laws. The law grants
vast new powers to the executive
branch, widespread use of secret evidence and deportation of legal US res-

idents.
Newman said federal judges have
requested that deportation hearings be
held in the open, the Justice
Department has disagreed. President
Bush now has the power to_label .an
individual an enemy of the United
States and hold him or her indefinitely without being charged or given
rights to an attorney.
A federal judge in California
recently ordered the names released of
1,000 secretly jailed saying judges
must ensure that our government
always operates within' the constraints, which distinguish a democracy from a dictaiorship. The court ruled
against the government but it was

overturned in appeal.
Under the Patriot Act, Internet
providers and telephone companies
must turn over records to the government without a court order and must
not inform citizens of the request. The
FBI can also purchase commercial
databases. Newman said an agent
might show up at the door of someone
who orders politically unpopular
books on Amazon.com or who is
involved with or has contacted organizations critical of the presidential
administration. The only limit placed
on monitoring is that the purpose must
Michael Bennett/Observer

. See SPEAKER, page 5
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Finally fixing frustration

Police Briefs

by Lauren McKean
Staff reporter
Students waiting in idling cars for
an open parking space before class
can be seen in nearly every lot across
campus. To fix the situation, Central
leased the old University Auto Center
lot at Eighth and Pearl Streets to provide additional parking for overflow.
"What we're trying to do is help
the students and visitors at the southwest end of campus," Lt. Kevin
Higgins, Campus Police, said. "That
includes the admissions, financial aid,
the big instructional centers of ShawSmyser, Hebeler, and even the SUB
(Samuelson Union Building) ... You
see people just sitting in their cars,
waiting for a parking spot, and now
they can just drive over to this parking
lot."
Higgins said the parking lot, which
opened Dec. 31, provides an estimated 90 new spaces for students, staff
and visitors.
The lot, labeled C-1, is open 24
hours and requires Central parking
passes. A daily pass dispenser is stationed in the lot.
"The (C-1) day passes can be used

Vehicle prowl
10:51 a.m. Jan. 1

Andy Hanson/Observer

The former University Auto Center building awaits demolition as Central Washington University opens up more
parking on Eighth Street.
in any of the general student lots, just
like any other daily pass," Allie Metz,
parking office assistant, said.
Higgins said a new parking lot
might be added this spring, located
next to the n~w music facility.

"We lost about 110 spaces because
of the music center being built in
parking lot spaces," Higgins said.
There are now over 30 lots available on campus, which adds up to
more than 3,700 parking spaces.

Continuing education wins
international Web site award
by George Hawley
Staff reporter
In December, the Learning
Resources Network (LERN) honored
Central Washington University's
Office of Continuing Education
(OCE) for its Web site. Central 's winning site was selected from more than
150 nominations from eight different
countries.
The purpose of the Web site is to
provide the public with information
about the educational assistance that
the OCE provides. It begaq development at the start of last summer and
was completed just in time for fall
quarter.
The site received the award for its
accuracy of content, its graphic
design, timeliness and accessibility to

room the man attempted to steal a
tape recorder. He was later transported to jail and charged with
criminal trespass, minor in possession, theft and obstruction.

Compiled by Shane Cleveland
News editor

diverse populations.
The site is designed to allow people with disabilities to access its content. For example, users can navigate
the site using their keyboards rather
than a mouse.
"Recognition by this association
that we have achieved something special, something that stands out among
our peers, is quite an honor." Douglas
Lonowski, online programs specialist
for the Office of Continuing
Education, said. "We are very pleased
to have received this award."
Lonowski gives much of the credit for the award to his colleagues and
student employees.. Particularly he
recognizes
student
employees
Nicholas Elsberry, a senior responsible for all the coding on the site, and
Brittany Conlon, a senior responsible

for all of the site's graphic design, for
their contributions.
"Receiving international recognition for what we've done . is very
cool," Elsberry said.
The OCE offers a wide variety of
services including teaching certification, professional development, technology education, college in high
school and online courses.
LERN is a leading organization
dedicated to lifelong learning and has
more than 4,000 member organizations in 16 countries.
The OCE's Web site was honored
at LERN's Annual Convention held at
the Disney Coronado Springs Resort,
Lake Buena Vista, Fla., last month.
The OCE's Web site can be
accessed at www.cwuonline.org or
visit them in Bouillon 203.
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Police received a report of a
man in the process of breaking
into a car in the X-22 parking lot.
Officers contacted the man and
observed him concealing a stereo
in his coat. The 18-year-old
admitted to breaking into th~ car
and another near Starbucks.
During a search police also found
a radar detector and a cell phone.
His arrest was the first of the year
for the campus police.

Dispute
7 p.m. Jan. 6

A 41-year-old man working at
the Kamola Hall construction site
reported that he had a confrontation with a 35-year-old man also
working at the site. The 41-yearold was concerned because he
knew the 35-year-old owned a
handgun. The gun was not
involved in the confrontation, no
charges were filed and the dispute
was settled the next day.

High on the sixth floor

Pass it to the left hand side
11 p.m. Jan. 9
Police received a report of the
smell of marijuana in Sue
Lombard Hall. Officers responded
and identified a specific room: A
22-year-old male resident was
contacted and he admitted that he
and his friends smoked marijuana
earlier. No drugs were found in
the room but a smoking device
was confiscated. The man was
charged with possession of drug
paraphernalia.

Low-profile felon
11 :45 p.m. Jan. 9
Police responded to a noise
complaint in Brooklane Village.
They contacted a 25-year-old man
from the residence that loud music
was coming from. Upon a routine
check of his name, a warrant for a
probation violation out of Port
Orchard turned up. The man was
cited for the noise violation and
taken into custody.

9 p.m. Jan. 7

Window smasher
An officer patroling the sixth
floor of Courson Hall noticed the
smell of marijuana and identified
a specific room. Two individuals
in the room were contacted and
admitted to smoking marijuana. A
bag of marijuana and a pipe were
confiscated and the two 18-yearold men were charged with possession of marijana and possession of drug paraphernalia.

Rap sheet
4:49 a.m. Jan. 8
A maintenance worker heard a
voice inside the Japanese Garden,
which was closed and locked at
the time. Police responded and
found an intoxicated 18-year-old
man hiding inside the garden.
.While left unattended for a short
period of time in an interview

2:39 a.m. Jan. 12

Police responded to a man
punching out a window in the
entrance of Hitchcock Hall. When
police arrived, the suspect had left
the scene but witnesses were able
to identify the 18-year-old man.
Police contacted him and he
admitted to punching out the window after an argument at the
scene. Damage is estimated at
$100.

Herbie's cousin?
7:14 a.m. Jan. 13
A woman who lives in Wilson
Hall reported that sometime within the la~t three days someone
stole her red 1990 Ford Probe and
then returned it to a different parking stall.

At Jerrol·s.
vee have everyting
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Feb.3
8-9PM

Open 7 days a Week!
Across the street from Alberton's
509-925-9851 • 800·858·2427 • www.jerrols.com
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Central's new face of diversity
by Andrew Fickes
Staff reporter

Students experience much more
. than academics at a university. A
majority of these experiences come
from extracurricular
activities shared with
; other students.
The nature of this
known fact makes
diversity a key element
in the everyday lifestyle
of a university 'student.
Fortunately for Central
Washington University,
the new director of the
Diversity
Education
Center, Leslie Webb,
intends to make sure it
stays that way.
"I want to bring campus-wide programs that encourage students to
explore differences of cultures,
beliefs, ideas and choices," Webb
said.
Two upcoming diversity programs, "The Angry Eye" and "Faces

of America," will probe these differences. "The Angry Eye" is a documentary that will force viewers to
confront th~ir prejudices. "Faces of
America" is a play that depicts eight
,characters, each representing a different facet of culture in
American life. Based
on true stories, the
character portrayals
were
researched
through interviews a·nd
workshops with ,high
school and college age
students. These programs will also u~der
lie one of the center's
top objectives: to prepare Central students
for a di verse workforce.
Both will occur on Thursday, Jan.
30. "The Angry Eye" will play from 3
p.m. until 5 p.m. in the Cesar Chavez
Theatre ..
"Faces of America" will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Samuelson Union
Building (SUB) Ballroom.

CWU Dining Services Presents:

PINA

C~OIADA

PUNCH

STIAJIED CUMS

OYSTER BAR
<"SHOOTERS• &: FRIED>

DUNGINUS' CRAB
BAKED FRESH HAJ.mUT
ROA..fiT BARON OF BEEF
SAIADS, FRESH FRUIT
ROASTD RED POTATOES
CORN ON THE 008
GARI.IC CHEESE BISCUITS
BIACK.BIRRY C~OBBUR
SPIJMONI & MAPUOOJT
ICE CREAM
~

~
~
~

.

IL.~--

Residence Students $2.80
Off-Campus Meal Plan $7.85
Debit Plan $8.55

Cash $9.00

Webb,
a
to take part in student organizations such as the Gay
student affairs. and Lesbian Awareness club in an
former director
of diversity at
Encouragement attempt to develop an ideal approach
Seattle's Art
from mentors led to campus diversity.
"I get a sense that students want a
Institute, conher to attend
Western Illinois more holistic approach," Webb said.
tacted Central
University where "Students want a place that is inclulast
spring
she graduated sive."
after she sa"Y
with a masters
Webb also asserts that she is a stuthat
its
Diversity
degree in college dent-oriented director. She calls herEducation
student personnel self, foremost, a "student administrator."
Center director
administration.
Jack Baker,
"This office is for the students, by
position was
- Crystal Hassell,
open.
She
assistant to the the students," Webb said. "It must be
student programer
jumped at the
vice president of student-driven to survive."
opportunity to
To emphasize the value of student
student affairs,
return to the
remembers ' involvement within the Diversity
eastern side of the state.
Webb's active involvement in Education Cei:iter, Webb has opened
"Central has a lot of opportunity Central 's student affairs and is excited two student programmer positions for
for growth and expansion," Webb for her return.
anyone interested. Applications are
said. "I · feel very supported by stu"I see her as making a long-term being accepted.
dents and staff."
commitment," Baker said. "She likes
One of the student, programmer
Webb owes her passion for student the area, the school and is dedicated to positions ha~ been filled by Crystal
affairs to Central. In 1994 she gradu- the issue of creating diversity aware- Hassell and she is excited for Webb's
ated in with a degree in theatre arts. ness."
involvement with the center.
During her undergraduate study,
Since taking the position in mid"She'.s enth~siastic, positive, and
while performing in numerous theatri- October, Webb has spoken to student that is exactly what we need in this
cal productions, Webb also found time government and underrepresented department," Hassell said.

''She's
enthusiastic,
positive, and
that is exactly
what we
need in this
department.''

p
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Break out of the country with ·a
Central alternative spring break
by Eva Tallmadge
Staff reporter
Take a vacation from reality this
spring break by combining credit and
culture in another country. Any
Central Washington University student over the age of 18 has a chance
to participate in one of three alternate
spring breaks in China, Mexico or
Ireland.
"It's all for credit,· so it is a study
program, but you get out of it what
you put into it," Amy Mumma, study
abroad advisor, said.

The closest some students ever get
to China is the Panda Garden downtown, but Chinese food tastes even
better when bought anq eaten from a
vendor on the streets of Beijing.
James Cook, professor of history, is
leading a group of students on a l Oday tour through the culture of contemporary China. This will be the
third time such a trip has taken place.
The first trip involved only a dozen
students, but 20 went on the second
trip, and Cook hopes to have at least
that many again.
Cook and professors from
Northern Jiatong University in
Beijing will lecture the class on art
and culture as well as lead students on
daily excursions in and around the
city of Beijing. Several of the excursions include trips to Tien An Men
Square, the Forbidden City, the Great
Wall, the Lama Temple, and the
Peking Opera.
Beijing is the third largest city in
China and home to 12 million people.
The city is the center of Chinese government and houses numerous arti-

facts from Imperial China.
"This is the China that is growing
up dramatically as we are moving into
the 21st century," Cook said.
Students are required to write an
eight page research paper upon completio'n of the program, and will
receive 3 credits of either Asian
Studies 398 or History 398, Chinese·
Society and Politics.
"No one has ever failed," Cook
said.
The cost for the program is $'1,375
and covers room and board, tuition,
ground transportation, and cultural
excursions and activities. Airfare is
not included, but is currently reserved
at $735 for participating students.

Habla espanol? Knowledge of
Spanish would be appreciated, but is
not required by the Service Learning
and Volunteer Center (SLVC) for students wishing to spend eight days in
Mexico. Projects may include helping in an orphanage or building housing for low income families.
"It really is a way for our office to
immerse students in cultural and civic
engagements internationally,"
Lorinda Anderson, SLVC director,
said.
The majority of the time will be
spent on projects in and around
Morelia, Mexico.
"There are a lot of connections
that can be made right now between
that region and the United States,"
Anderson said.
Specific programs have not been
deciEled on because Anderson wants
to make sure participating students
have a chance to choose the projects
they would like· to be involved in.

Need help with your homework?
Big exam coming up?
Help is out there, and best of all it is FREE!
Supplemental Instruction is being offered for the
following courses Winter Quarter, 2003
ANTH 110 MCCUTCHEON
CHEM 111 BAILEY
GEOG 107 SULLIVAN
GEOL 180 LUNDBLAD
HIST i 44 WELLOCK
MATH I 0 l HILLIARD

MATH 130. ICUTLIP
MATH 163.1 BOERSMA
OMIS 221 GUNN
PSY 301 STREET
PSY I 0 l MATHESON
MUSIC 145

supplemental Instruction sessions are

"(The trip) will be for· credit, but
the exact credits still have to be
approved," Mumma said.
The program fee is approximately
$1,085, and will cover tuition, fees,
insurance, hotel accommodations, bus
from Guadalajara to Morelia, all cultural events, excursions and fieldwork
transportation. The fee does not cover
airfare to or from Mexico or personal
expensd, and students must obtain
their own passport.
"It's starting to come together a
lot, and it's really exciting,~' Tara
Anderson, tourism major, said.
Last year the SLVC worked on a
project concerning housing and food
distribution with Portland State
University. Students met with government officials to discover why homelessness exists, and what can be done
to prevent it.
"Last year (the alternative spring
break) was extremely successful,"
Anderson said. "It changed people's
lives."
The SLVC is waiting for final
approval from the university for the
trip, based on student interest.

Extend your celebration of Saint
.Patrick's -Day by going straight to the
home of the saint himself from March
20 to · 31. Explore the Dingle
Peninsula and Dublin while working
on qn independent field project in
Ireland with John Alwin, professor of
geography, who will be traveling with
the group of students to Ireland.
During previous spring breaks,

I

It.

Alwin took students to Bali until the
ii<GTuTu _,_TuwI2.sm ; \)<}~i
IJ\
latest terrorist attacks on the capitol •
city deterred travel to the area.
I Hdt fW'W!±d4IT-m'GD1JI.'Gf,ffi'Uf:lT.TJHTJllii31Dfi'f-d2MYaI,IHrnIHH[]12,&IJ
The students will spend two days
in Dublin before taking the train to
the Dingle Peninsula to do their geography field work. In order to complete the five credit course a paper
explaining the project will be due
spring quarter
Round trip airfare to Ireland is,
estimated at just over $500. The program fee is approximately $950 and
covers the two days 'in Dublin, all
accommodations, a daily .Jrish breakfast, transportation and the train service.
"I think it's really important for
students to get some ove·rseas exposure," Alwin said. "It helps you learn
more about America and more about
yourself."

"The Alternative
Class Ring.
The Natural
Stone."
Ellensburg
Blue Gemstones

... as blue as the sky
over the Cascades . . .
in designer and
.
custom settings

free, confidential, and informal.

Art of Jewelry

They can help you improve your grades,
study more effectively, and prepare for exams.

Ellensburg, WA 98926

For information about times and locations of sessions,
talk to your instructor or SI leader..

P.O. Box 325
(509) 925-9560

and

Blue Gem Co.
709 S. Main Street
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. IMAGE: .Implementation to be complete this summer
Continued from page 7
l

much of the recruitment materials is
the slogan "What's Central to Your
Future."
"Our overall goal is when you say
the name Central Washington
University it brings up an image ...
that invokes an air of success and
quality," Mark Anderson, director of
public relations and marketing, said.
Besides reaching those interested
in attending Central, Mcintyre said
the campaign will help to "tell our
story" to the legislature and others
throughout the state, including alumni
and possible donors.
Mlich of the co'st of the campaign·

was covered by the state funds given
to Central for enrollment recovery,
about $1 million, and the cost of putting the plan into operation will be
absorbed by funds already in place for
promotion and, marketing.
At a press conference at 10:30 a.m.
today in Barge Hall room 412, the
university will unveil its new look.
Most aspects of the campaign are
scheduled to be implemented within
the next six months. University
departments and programs are asked
to work closely with the Office of
Public Relations and Marketing while
developing publications and Web
pages.
"We're not telling them what to
say, but how they package it,"

Anderson said. "We are here to make
materials look the best they can be."
The Web site is expected to take
longer to integrate all departments
and programs. With about 18,000
pages of content, Anderson said the
site redesign "is going to be a huge
undertaking."
The new site will be phased in on
a quarterly schedule over the next 10
months. Anderson said the site will
remain live throughout the process.
Anderson said it would be ideal in
an image change such as this to implement everything at once, but most of
the campus community will use their
remaining stock of old materials. By
July 1 everyone will switch to the new
image as their stocks are replenished.

CENTRAL \;\!ASHINGTON t.:'NI\'[RSITY

CENTRAL W''ASlllNGTON CNlVl:RSITY
Alumni Si:gnature

(fNlRAL \V:'\$lfiN(/l\JN

1:· 1\i"l\if.RS~TY

Athletics Signature
graphic~

courtesy of http://www.cwu.edu/-graphics/marketing/plan.html

These are a few of the new images that will be displayed
on Central Washington University publications.

Speaker: Topic arouses diversified audience response
Continued from page 7
be to detect or prevent terrorist activities. Undercover agents can attend all
public gatherings, even church meetings. This information was a concern
to many students.
"I think it's crazy, it's
McCarthyism in its newest form,"
Nick Esparza, junior political science
major, said.
Although the Fourth Amendment
to the Constitution protects citizens
from unreasonable search and seizure,
the Patriot Act allows government
searches without court approval,
including copying hardrives, wiretaps
and retrieving voice mail or ema!l.

Individuals who have had contact are controlled by . emotion, prone to
with a target of investigation can be outbreaks of anger and thirsty for
forced to disclose credit, travel and revenge, almost by definition, are a
business records.
recipe for disaster.
The Total Information Awareness
An audience member said that
program introduced last December Newman was causing widespread fear
allows government access to personal among students and he was being
records such as taxes, drivers records, biased. Another student argued that he
credit card, travel, telephone, and was instilling a healthy fear and dismedical records. The information cussing reality as it really is under the
gathered is not always accurate, facial Patriot Act.
recognition software which has been
"The evening was very informaused has a proven failure rate of 43%. tive, it raised a lot of real key issues
Newman said these types of secu- with a touch of drama, he had only
rity acts might actually help to under- heard rumors about," Cnris Leslie,
cover terrorist networks but it will . sophomore philosophy major said.
also undercover everything else, "My biggest fear is the Act will be
which erodes.a citizen's right to priva- used to target crimes unrelated to tercy. Legislation enacted when people rorism."

The Act's provisions apply to all
federal offenses across the board, not
just terrorist offenses. Individuals
involved in peace demonstrations or
other anti-globalization protests could
be considered terrorists and arrested.
The racketeering part of the Act can
investigate anyone who has participated in a meeting or even been in the
same class of those arrested.
New.man said all this information
may keep Americans safe, but from
whom? He concluded his address by
saying when we begin limiting our
freedom we allow the enemy ·to win.
A question and answer session followed. Controversial points were
debated between audience members.
A man . s~ood up and said he was a

Republican and this still scared him
and he was disappointed that Newman
didn't address what we could do about
it; the presentation really upset him
because he now felt powerless.
. The
Terrorist
Information
Prevention System (TIPS) program, ·
which allowed workers and neighbors
to become spies and inform on each
other, was overturned because of public outrage and letters to Congress.
Newman said only Congress can
change this Act, so it is the duty of
Americans to write their representatives and raise objections to these
oppressions. Americans also have the
power through exercising their civic
duty and voting to change administrations and representatives.

Twice-A-Day BuiTet
:Everyday/

Lunch $499
11 am - 2 pm
All You Can Eat
Pizza, Salad, Cheesesticks
and Dessert Pizza

Dinner $5 99
4 pm - 9 pm

Ellensburg
506 South Main Street
962-1111'

Includes our
Lunch Buffet Items
PLUS
Specialty Pizzas
and a var.iety of
Pastas and Desserts

No coupon necessary. Lunch and Dinner Buffet -is available for dine-in only. Valid at Ellensburg location only. Sales tax norincluded. Prices subject to change.

Book Your Parties With Usl FREE Party Rooml

·
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY -

•

•

1n1on

The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. Only one letter a month will be accepted from an individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, Central Washington
University, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@CWU.edu or by
fax at (509) 963-1027.

0 B S E RV A N ·c E

Thoughts _on
striking it rich
I have decided to get rich. For a while I was just thinking about becoming "well off," but after watching MTV for an hour the other night I decided to scrap the former plan because rich is the life for me.
To reach my goal I am thinking of making a series of inventions. My
first idea involves a Road Rage Buddy, a driving companion with the ability to take and give verbal/physical abuse when the feelings of road rage
take over. I figure I can make a fortune.
The inspiration for my invention came from a lousy driving experience
not long ago in Auburn, Washington.
It is a proven scientific fact (look it up) that I am a good driver.
Murphy's law, however, states that if anything can go wrong, it will go
wrong, and at exactly the worst possible time.
Recently I ran out of gas trying to make a left turn on a busy road no
less than 30 feet from the closest unleaded pump at a Union 76 station. The
other drivers on Auburn Way seemed to be a little upset with me.
"You stupid#&*%$@! idiot, move your#&*%$@! car, you're blocking the#&* %$@! road."
This is what the guy in the car directly to the rear was yelling at me at least I think those were the words he chose; I couldn't hear all the
details, because a woman was also yelling at me.
"What the #&*%$@! are you doing, you #&*%$@! moron, learn to
#&*%$@! drive you stupid#&*%$@!."
And she may have said other things, too, but I missed them, because
someone in a SUV was also yelling at me.
"Use your#&*%$@! brain, you#&*%$@!-#&*%$@! moron."
I still swear the last one came· from a kid in a booster seat. He used
words that would· make Bobby Knight blush.
The experience left me with a terrible feeling in my stomach. That or
the Double Whopper Meal I had devoured prior had decided to make its
presence felt.
It has been said that men think best when on the john. Well right there
in that gas station water closet papered in magazine clippings of women
sporting necklines lower than my shoelaces I got excited about my Road
Rage Buddy.
So, from now on my Road Rage Buddy will take all the abuse when
I'm on the road. That or I'll start driving without pants to make it easier
to moon tailgaters.
If that little story was not a good enough introduction I would now like
to officially introduce myself to you. My name is Casey Steiner and I'll
be the Edil0r-In-Chief of the Observer the rest of the quarter.
Now it's your turn. Take some t_ime and read through the paper. Write
me a letter to the editor and let me know what you think. I would love to
hear from you.
- Casey Steiner
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Monday the_birth of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is celebrated with a national holiday. It
is an important step to honor our nation's diverse history.

Live today as if it were your last
entire sermons to forgiving and moving on. Midlife crises exemplify living in the here and now.
Carpe diem. A dictionary transAnd yet it is difficult for most of
lates this catchy Latin phrase to seize us to follow that creed. Other
the day; and enjoy the present with- reminders, significant or not, pull us
out thought of the future. Certainly a back into the hustle and bustle of the
noble idea, but ·when the realities 'of "real world." A paper to write, text to
day-to-day living begin to sink in, a read, numbers to crunch, can take
carefree existence sounds more like a priority over visiting a friend, calling
a parent or taking time for yourself to
pipe dream:
Everybody gets just one chance relax. External pressures are amplito live a happy and rewarding life. fied by the expectations we have for
We are told from an early age, by ourselves.
parents, kindergarten teachers, older
Taking a small step back from the
siblings, to make the most of it. And daily grind is like surfacing for air.
we try to. After all, we are reminded How often do we stop to ask ourevery day. Popular singers croon selves what will happen if today is
introspectively about reaching self- our last? Invincibility, as alluring as
fulfillment after vowing to live each it is, is usually nothing more than
day to the fullest. Preachers dedicate· luck. The fragility of a human life is
by Allison Worrell
Mauagiug editor
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real.
Balancing carpe diem with reality takes a conscious effort. Living
footloose and fancy free, without a
care in the world or thought for the
future, is unrealistic if not impossible
for most college students. But we can
enhance our lives, and the lives of
our loved ones, without completely
disregarding responsibilities.
It's more than worth the extra
effort to tell a loved one how you
feel. Take the time to help others.
Visit a grandparent. Take small steps
to ensure that, if tomorrow doesn't
come, you will have no regrets.
Should've, would've, could've is not
the way you want to reflect on your
life.
Your life is short. Make the most
of it.

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer office,
located in Bouillon '222., is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
Submis.sions can be brought to the office, mailed to The Observer, Central
Washington University, Ellensburg, WA 98926 or faxed to (509) %3-1027.

NEWS
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events.
•Monday, 3 p.m. - Weekend sports information.
•Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to the editor.

A-DVERTISING
• Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Clas.sified ads.
To place adyertising contact your advertising representative, call
the Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information
to 963-1027.
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Suds and strikes

Munch to music

RodeoBowlgoesaboveand
bevond the tvpical confines of a
bowling anev.

The Liquid Lounge and Cafe
Eden feature dinner and
concerts.

oagc10

Eleuatetl Entertainment

gage 11

Decorating taken
to the extreme
Dick and Jane's Spot features art work
from more than 35 artists.
by Shayne Bredesen
Staff reporter

lecting art when they were students at
Central Washington University.
Eventually, their collection started
Sparkling fish magically swim- spilling into the yard. Bicycle tires,
ming across a shed, a giant fortune license plates and bottle caps are
teller's hand coming out of a house, prevalent in the yard. Presently, Dick
and a twisted chimney with Rapunzel and Jane's Spot boasts more than
reaching out of it all have something 10,000 bottle caps.
in common. They are all present in
"We did not drink all the beer ourthe yard of Ellensburg's very own selves," Elliot said.
extreme home, Dick and Jane's Spot.
The yard contains work from more
"We're both artists," Jane than 35 artists. Most of the artwork
Orlernan, who owns the house with has a whimsical feel. Playful sayings
Dick Elliot, said. "As a kid I never such as "Life is but a dream"and
knew
anyone
"Dream on and
could grow up to
on" are placed
be an artist... I
around
the
never saw art as
house.
a living thing."
"They have
Orleman said
sharp minds,
that making the
and it is fun to
home a piece of
be around creart allows people
ative people,"
- f ane OrZeman
to see and expeJoel Brenden,
rience fine arts
senior fine arts
without having
major, said.
to go to a museum. She enjoys havBrenden worked as an assistant
ing people walk by the house with to Elliot and Orleman over the sumtheir grandchildren and children.
mer. Brenden said the two were very
"It allows their imagination free supportive of his ideas.
reign," Orleman said.
They allowed him to add his work
For the last 24 years, Elliot and to their yard which included a cloud
Orleman have invested several thou- covered telephone pole with a mirror
sand hours into ·making their house on top.
one of the most unique in America.
"Their unique style of art is very
The Nov. 1, 2002, Home & Garden apparent, but so is their appreciation
Television's "Extreme Homes" for it," Taylor Grant, junior acturial
episode featured Dick and Jane's science major, said.
Spot.
Dick and Jane's Spot is located at
Orleman said that they began col- 101 N. Pearl St.

''It allows
their
imagination

free reign. ' '

Michael Bennett/Observer

Turning typical trash to treasure, Dick Elliot and Jane Orlem
rating their house with an eclectic display of unique artwod

have spent 24 years deco·-:rnulate the imagination.

Movies and martinis in Starlight's -~'Foreplay" bar
by Alecia Evans-Race
Staff reporter

From romantic dinners and classic
films to exotic drinks, the Starlight
Lounge's "Foreplay" bar has much to
offer on a Sunday night.
Starting at 8 p.m. a two-hour-long
classic romantic movie will be shown
in an intimate setting of couches and
chairs for those 21 and over. Dinner
reservations can be made for any of
the three dining tables in the
"Foreplay" bar for viewing of the
classic romantic film.
General manager of the Starlight
Lounge Aaron Marshall created the
movie night to give people a place to
have a romantic date or to simply

hang out with friends.
"Watching romantic classics like
'Queen of Africa' and 'Sleepless in
Seattle' is the perfect way to finish a
weekend with a great martini in an
intimate atmosphere," Marshall said. ·
Audience size fluctuates between
I0 and IS people ~atching the movie,
having drinks or eating dinner. The
room can hold up to 60 patrons.
Starlight Lounge got the idea for
classic romantic movies from TNT's
Top I00 Classic Romantic Movies.
Each Sunday a different movie is
played out of the top 52 classic
romances the Starlight Lounge has
selected.
"The idea of having a nice dinner
served while watching a romantic

movie sounds like a great idea,"
Danielle Jacquet, senior education
major, said.
The Starlight Lounge's goal is to
offer a comfortable and relaxing setting condusive to watching a romantic film.
"Sunday movie night offers a
unique way to spend a date with a free
movie and cute servers serving drinks
in a romantic atmosphere," Laura
Nielsen, senior interior design major
and waitress at Starlight Lounge,
said.
After the film is finished at l 0
p.m., phase two of Sunday nights at
the Starlight Lounge kicks off until
closing.
In the "Foreplay" bar, Service

Industry Night (SIN) begins with half
price drinks for those who work in
any service industry from retail to
waitressing.
','SIN night gives people in the
same profession a chance to get
together and talk about that horrible
customer or the boss that won't quit. It
gives people a chance to vent,"
Marshall said.
All that is needed to partake in this
exclusive event is a pay stub and the
need for a low-key, chill environment.
Friends of service workers may come
along as well.
Starlight Lounge has three sections. The front room has the first bar
and pool tables in the middle of the
room. Along the left-hand wall are

booths and along the right-hand side
are high tables and chairs, perfect for
appetizers and drinks ..
The dining room has big, medium
and small tables. The third room is the
"Foreplay" bar in the back with a
thick curtain over the doorway giving
the room a feeling of privacy.
"Late Sunday nights are not conducive to my work schedule, but I
think it (SIN) is a great way for industry workers to mingle," Chanda Cook,
senior public relations major, said.
The Starlight Lounge is located in
downtown Ellensburg on Pearl Street.
Bring a date to watch a classic romantic movie, then wash those sjns away
with a SIN martini recommended by
Marshall.
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Drummond drums up school spirit
by Jacob White
Asst. Scene editor
The loudest cheers heard at
Central Washington University most
. often come after the tapping of a keg,
but this year, Central students have
had plenty more to cheer about,
thanks in part to Campus Life director
Scott Drummond.
Drummond's involvement in the
lives of Central students is immense.
He has played key roles in bringing
famous guests such as David Spade
and Herman Boone to Central 's campus. Anyone who has the pleasure of
· knowing Drummond is aware that for
him this is much more than a job it's a passion. No matter how apathetic a student may be, five minutes with
Drummond will leave him or her
excited and proud about Central. Just
don't expect him to talk for only five

minutes.
I sat down with Drummond to talk
about what he has planned for the
coming quarter, what his most memorable experience at Central has been
and about getting his bald head rubbed.
Q: What events can we look forward to this winter?
A: The big thing is Parents and
Family Weekend. It will come the
weekend of Feb. 21, 22 and 23.
The special event is Craig Karges.
The word he uses for himself is
"Extraordinist." He has been on
Leno, Larry King. He has been college entertainer of the year like 12
times in a row or something. I've
worked alongside him before and to
this day I can't figure out how he does
the things he does.
We wanted to package parent's
weekend around a big weekend here,
·so there is a men's and women's bas-

Linder
CHIROPRACTIC
MYRON H. LINDER, D.C.
SANDY LINDER, D.C.

Q: So do you participate in the
festivities?
A: Oh yeah, I go to the Salon
Fenix booth every year and get my
scalp massage
(rubs his very
and talk, and all
' '
visible scalp).
of a sudden its
No one can tell
It's awesome
show time. And
us that Central
you're going to
stuff.
Q:
have CWU's
What
can't pull off a
vocal jazz up
did you think
big show.
there
just
of
David
knocking you
Spade? Were
out.
- Scott Drummond
you
pleased
Q:
Any
with
how
ev'erything
other special
events lined up for the quarter?
turned out?
A: There is Spa Day. We started it
A: Yeah, very pleased. We sold it
seven years ago. Students came up out; we are certainly thrilled about
with the idea to pamper the students. that. Just that we know it can happen,
You can drop in and get a scalp mas- now we know. No one can tell us that
sage, chair massage, learn about stress Central can't pull off a big show.
reduction and health care.
Q: What has been the most

ketball game.
Sunday we are wrapping· up the
weekend with a House of Blues like
event. You can sit down for brunch.
eat some food

''

"We always enjoy our stay at the inn. It '.s a
great inn & the hospitality is the best ever.
We'll see you again. "
Bickel- (Yakima)

CWU Clothing
& Merchandise

-RuN

~~6?eek

RUTII BARE, LMP

uProfessional Health Care
with a Personal Touch!"

exciting event you've had at
Central?
A: I have to admit it happened this
year, riding up from Yakima with
Coach Boone. What was odd in a surreal way, was that while in the car he
got a call from Coach Yoast.
·
Q: What's your favorite part of
your job?
A: I was actually talking to someone about that today. And what I like
about my job, and I'm not just saying
this, it's you guys. When you are
gone, it's slow and boring to me.
Q: What do you see for the
future of Central? Have things been
working the direction you want?
A: Yeah, we've always shown the
ability. Now we have some great
institutional support. Quite honestly,
until President Mcintyre and Dr.
Tullos there wasn't great support to
step out on a limb.

Sweats • T-shirts
Blankets • Hats
8r More

Gift Certificates .Jlvai(a6(e

At Jerrors•

.'A[( tlienie

Insurance - Persoanl Injury
Labor & Industries - Medicare
Massage Therapy

962-2570
Located Close to Campus

rooms fiave Jacuzzis, 'Down comforters,
Large TV's, 'VCR, 'DSL Internet Connection,
'Refrigerators, :Non-smoliing. :No _pets.
Rates from $89, Sun-'I'fiurs.
from s99, J'ri-Sat.

vee have everyting
lor ze ·s tudent

1720 Canyon l~d. Ellensburg. Washing1on 98926
(509)962-8030 or (800)533-0822 fa~ (509)962-8031

1011 N. Alder St., Ellensburg

Take ~your education
to the next (eve(-

ALASKA

§raduate Studies
at ~astern
Eastern Washington University offers several
master's degrees, graduate certificates and a
Doctor of Physical Therapy - affordably and .
accessibly. Full- and part-time programs are
available both on the main campus in Cheney
and in downtown Spokane.
Recogriized nationally as a top-10 public
university in the western region, Eastern offers
graduate. students outstanding faculty and
facilities, and access to research, artistic and
service opportunities in the Inland Northwest.

SuMMERJOBs
Driver/Guides Wanted

I Ian• you c\"Cr thought about driving in Alaska during summer? Do you want to use vour skills at
orJ;ani7.ing, public speaking, and customer service while experiencing Alaska? All of this and more is
a,·ail:iblc br spending 100 days in the Great North when you join the seasonal team with Gray Line of
Alaska next summer.
We ,,;n be in town January 15th - 1'fh looking for some adventurous individuals that want to not
only work in Alaska but also develop new friendships with people from all over.

• Information Table, January 15-1~h
9 am - 3 pin, SUB building
•

From the health sciences to education, creative
writing to business, Eastern is your university
for professional and academic programs.

Information meeting, Thursday, January 16th, 7 pm
SUB 204-5 stop by table for details.

Interview times are being set up now!
For an interview please call Brian Van Houten at (800) 976-3840 x 3559,
email bvanhouten@hollandameriCa..com. EEO

•

GraylJneolAlaska
Website: www.coolworks.com/grayline/driverguide.htm
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ur1n ca Ill ever
With mountain passes closing and roads freezing over, the days of road trips at a moment's notice
are fleeting. Scene gives hope for the winter months with entertaining activities for the stranded.

You tell

us

When you find
yourself stuck
in Ellensburg
for the weekend, what do
you do?

"I
hangout
with
friends, watch movies and
go to D&M.
It just
depends what kind of
mood I'm in. "

-Jennifer Lynch, senior music major
Michael Bennett/Observer

Rodeo Bowl, located across from campu.s on Poplar Street, fuses the recreational with the domestic, allowing patrons to
do their laundry while enjoying the 16 lane facility that boasts an arcade, a bar and recently added automated scoring.

Bowling the
"Once in a while, I go
up in the hills- and go
target shooting with
friends."

Brad Bence,
senior marketing and
finance
major ·

"I go downtown to the
bars and study and
work."

Summer Hill,
senior
biology
education major

by Ben Davis
Staff reporter
Aside from the oteasional alcoholinduced round of cow tipping, Friday
and Saturday nights in Ellensburg can
be some of the most boring and mundane nights of the week, especially for
students under the age of 21. But fear
not Central Washington University
students, Ellensburg features entertainment for everyone.
Rodeo Bowl, located on Poplar
Street, across from campus, features a
restaurant, lounge and Ellensburg's
only 24-hour laundromat.
From the casually athletic to the
physically active, bowling can offer a
release from the angst and aggravation of college life.

- Dustin Workman,
junior history major

Katie Worl, junior education midnight bowlers can pay $12 for
major, visits Rodeo Bowl three or four unlimited bowling and have a chance
to win CDs and other giveaways from
times a month with friends.
"It's a good place for us to all 'Burg DJs.
"It's a good outlet for my sexual
come and hang out because not everyone's 21," Worl
frustration,"
Kimberly Clark,
said.
junior business
For those
needing
to
marketing
major, said.
escape from the
tedium of colClark said
she likes to use
lege life midbowling
to
week, Rodeo
relieve pent-up
Bowl offers a
- Kimberly Clark
stress and anxiWednesday
ety because it's
night special
called "Rock
a
physically
Night with the 'Burg," hosted by active game.
Central's student run radio station,
In the past few years Rodeo Bowl
88.1 FM the 'Burg. From 9 p.m. to has undergone several renovations,

''It's a good
outlet for my

sexual
frustration. ' '

away
including a new kitchen.
"We've made several improvements to the alley," Mike Allenby,
Rodeo Bowl owner, said.
Some improvements made during
Allenby's three years of ownership
include automated scoring and ball
return, lighting improvements and
seating additions to the 16 lane alley.
Money is always an issue for the
average college student, but Rodeo
Bowl offers equipment rental and
·games for a little more than five dollars. Shoe rental is $2.25 and games
are $3 each. However, groups of 20
or more will receive a discount if each
person bowls at least two games.
Rodeo Bowl is open from noon to
midnight Monday through Saturday,
and 1 p.m. to IO p.m. on Sundays.

Outdoor adventure for rent
by Risa Fidler
Staff reporter

"I hangout and play
Playstation 2, NCAA
2003."

blue~

The refund checks are in, so now
is a great time for students to rent outdoor sports equipment from Tent-NTube to enjoy the winter wonderland.
· Tent-N-Tube, located on the west
side of the Samuelson Union Building
(SUB), rents winter sports equipment
such as snowshoes, cross-country skis
and inner tubes.
"Prices are very inexpensive,

priced for students," Bethany Watson,
Tent-N-Tube employee and junior
tourism major, said. "Faculty and
local community members pay a bit
more for rentals."
Maps for cross-country trails and
sno-parks are available upon request as
well as information on guided tours.
"Not many people utilize Tent-NTube which is unfortunate because it's
cheap and fun," Watson said.
Tent-N-Tube · will offer several
guided snowshoeing, cross-country

and inner tubing excursions during the ed environments.
upcoming Parent's and Family
"This is because part of being outdoors is being alone," Waldeck said.
Weekend in February.
More snowshoeing trips will be
Tent-N-Tube also provides free
available for sign-up at the end of the . transportation to Snoqualmie Pass.
month. The trips take place on trails Students can bring their own equipnear Blewett Pass on Highway 97.
ment or rent it from Tent-N-Tube.
"When snow levels are low, you
"We will provide transportation
only have to drive 20 miles away," but we don't yet know which days
Steve Waldeck, director of Tent-N- because we don't know when would
Tube, said.
be the best time for everyone,"
Groups are kept to a maximum of Watson said. "Those interested should
20 people to help preserve unpopulat- come by and let us know."

Observer -

-Local venues rock
by Katherine Wiles and
Natalie Bing
Staff reporters
Long gone . are the evenings
spent sitting at home on a Friday or
Saturday night complaining of
nothing fun to do. Live music is the
answer, and both Cafe Eden and
Liquid Lounge offer inviting settings to sit back, relax and listen to
the sounds of local bands.
For those not yet old enough for
alcoholic beverages, and even those
-who are, Cafe Eden, located at 311
N. Main St., hosts live bands almost
every weel_cend.
The bands' styles range from
rock to blues, country, jazz and
even Greek music.
Unlike most night-spots in towq,
Cafe Eden is where people of all
ages-can get together.
"It's a casual, comfortable place
where people can come and enjoy
live music. There's no real bar
scene here, which many people
like," Julie Kinney, owner of Cafe
Eden, said.
Cafe Eden's rustic, industrial
setting of hardwood floors, high
ceilings and brick walls allows the
melodic tunes to echo throughout'
the building.
"The staff is very friendly, and
the· cover charges are always at a
reasonable price with it only being
$2 and $3," Shoko Shimazaki, junior pubiic relations major, said.
Darcy Graybill, senior music

Matt Ackerman/Observer

The Liquid Lounge, located on Eighth and Chestnut
streets, is one of Ellensburg's hot spots for live music.
major, enjoys the Greek music and patrons. The menu selection varies
food nights.
from burgers and fries to the ever"I feel comfortable here and popular grinder.
really enjo)' all the different food
"The Liquid Lounge is the best
and drinks they offer," Graybill spot in town for live music," Scott
said.
Abrams, manager of Liquid
Liquid Lounge, located on the Lounge, said.
corner of Eighth and Chestnut
Playing Saturday, Jan. 18, is
streets, offers a full bar for music Abnormal Ally and Far Away
enthusiasts ages 21 and over.
Fa~ade.
If music is not a number one
Cafe Eden and Liquid Lounge
reason to check out the Liquid are worth visiting whether checking
Lounge, the pool table, dart board · out the local music scene, brushing
and classic sit-down Ms. Pac-Man up on pool skills or chatting with
video game might lure some friends. ·

Associated Students of Central Washington University
Board of Directors (ASCWU BOD)
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Head for the hills
by Tyler Matney and
Tessa Staveley
Staff reporters
Weekend
entertainment
in
Ellensburg can be as tough to find as
campus parking. Some options to
spice up listless weekends are sledding, hiking and ice-skating. They are
fun local alternatives to spending the
weekend with Mom and Dad.
Many students are new to the
· Ellensburg area and have not ventured
far from campus.
"I haven't explored Ellensburg
and what to do locally," Shirley
Hopkins, freshman business adminisLration major, said.
Although the Kittitas Valley is relatively flat, there are several excellent
sledding hills. Craig's Hill, also
known as the Watertower Hill, is
located just east of the fairgrounds,
making it highly accessible for students lacking transportation.
For a bigger thrill, take a ride on
Joe Watt Hill.
· Ken Maynes, sophomore nutrition
major, frequents Joe Watt Hill on
weekends with his friends.

"It's really fast. It's fun, a good
time for all," Maynes said.
Grazing elk can also be seen in the
area thanks to the Joe Watt elk feeding
station.
If a leisurely pace and scenic view .
sound more appealing than speeding
downhill on a plastic sled, then lace
up some winter hiking boots and trek
to the top of Manastash Ridge. Those
· who conquer the summit earn the
right to sign their names in a hikers
log, known as "the book."
Ice-skating is an indoor alternative
to braving . the outdoor elements.
Yakima Ice Arena, a modest rink
located at 1700 E. Beech St. in
Yakima, offers public sessions and
walk-in co-ed hockey almost daily.
"It's very popular," Jessica Berg,
junior management major, said.
Berg, an employee of the arena,
suggests the walk-in co-ed hockey for
groups of college students. For directions, times and prices call (509) 2486315 or visit online at www.yakimaicearena.com.
Instead of spending this weekend
-with a bottle in hand, round up some
friends and head for the hills.

/

Feel free to bring any and all student issues and concerns
to our weekly_ meetings. We welcome everyone!

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THESE MEETINGS
TODAY, Thursday, January 16

Washington Student Lobby {WSL)
3:30 p.m. in SUB 206-207
Club Senate
4 p.m. in SUB Yakama Room
Call 963-1682 for more information
Tuesday, January 21

C. Nathan Harris,
ASCWU President

Ryan McMichae/,
Executive
Vice President

Brandy Peters,
VP for Equity &
Community Service

Karina Bacica,
VP for Clubs &
Organizations

Monday, January 20, 2003
IT'S NOT JUST A DAY OFF!

·

SUB/Rec Project Committee
3 p.m. in SUB 206-207

Remember! Reflect! .Celebrate!

ASCWUBOD
6 p.m. in SUB 206-207

Thursday, Jandary 16:

Wednesday, January 22
Equity and Services Council
~ p.m. in SUB 210
Faculty Senate
3:.10 p.m. in Barge Hall 412
This advertisement is paid by the Associated Students of Central Washington

Univer~ity.

Stop by the SUB's Chief Owhi
Room today, where Dr. Ki~g's
"I Have ADream" speech will
be playing all day.
Sponsored by Divei:sity Education Center

Megan Fuhlman,
VP for Student Life
& Facilities

David Uberti,
VP for Academic Affairs

.m. Jan. 16, 2003 ·-
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Q&A with Coach Whitney

Is it baseball season yet?

PAGE 14

PAGE 1s

This day in history:

. 1972
The Dallas Cowboys
beat the Miami Dolphins
24-3 in Super Bowl VI.

Winter 2003 recap
Men's Basketball

women's Basketball

by Cindy Figueroa
Staff reporter

by Takeshi Kojima
Staff reporter

While most students packed to go home for Christmas
break, Central Washington University men's basketball
team packed for the High Desert Classic in Las Vegas Dec.
14 and 15. Things got hot after Central beat No. 7-ranked
Tarleton State University (TSU), giving the Texans their
only loss. Although neither team shot strong from the
field, Central had the advantage after hitting 20 of 26 free
throws, especially after TSU missed 15 of its first 24 free
throw attempts. This game came down to each team's
shooting at the line. Luckily for Central, the effort paid off
for a final score of 70-61.
The following day junior guard Scott Freymond saved
the day with a shot that barely beat the final buzzer, sending Central Oklahoma back "home-a." Trailing by 14
points, the Wildcats flipped the script, out shooting
Oklahoma 42-29 in the second half. The 82-81 victory
was more than enough reason for celebration, as the
Wildcats continued to turn heads in their stretch limo that

While many students enjoyed' meeting family and
friends in their hometowns during the winter break, the
Central Washington University women's basketball team
flew across the country for some preseason games.
"We started off right after the finals," Jeff Whitney,
head women's basketball coach, said. "We flew to
Florida, and we played Lynn University (LU) and Florida
Southern University (FSU)."
After beating host team LU 73-62, the Wildcats struggled not only with the No. 7-ranked in the southern region
FSU but also with the time difference.
"I think we got jet lag pretty bad," Whitney said.
"They did a very good job. They handled us pretty easily."
The game ended with FSU on top 46-70, though senior point guard Meggen Kautzky had the game high of
'five assists and scored 13 points.
After a five day winter break, the .-Wildcats traveled
south for the University of California- San Diego (UCSD)

See MEN, page 13

See WOMEN, page 15

Wrestling

Swimming

by Jenny Smelser
Staff reporter

by Conor Glassey
Staff reporter

· It seems Central Washington University's wrestling
team is in shape and ready to roll. Though unranked,
Kenny Salvini, senior electrical engineering major, is surprising his teamE11ates, coaches, and fans by dominating
his competition in his specified weight class. Last
Wednesday the team left for the Tracey Borah Invitational
in Gunnison, Colo.
"I'd like to go and win the tournament," Salvini said.
He placed first in his weight class not only in
Colorado, but alsu at Pacific Lutheran University (PLU)
over winter break.
The team started the year with success, dominating in
an open tournament at PLU on Jan. 4 and 5. The team
worked the mats over winter break getting in lop shape,
not only for PLU, but also for the bigger tournament in
Colorado Jan. 11 and 12. Colorado is home to the world's
highest collegiate gym in terms of elevation, and coach
Jay McGuffin was concerned about his player's
endurance.

Although the end of the swimming season is near, the
regional championship is right around the corner. To help
swimmers prepare, Central Washington University has
organized the Wildcat Invitational. Several local colleges
and ~niversities are invited to the informal meet that is
scheduled for Jan. 25 and 26. The meet is intended to keep
the swimmers conditioned, and it provides coaches with
the opportunity to size up the competition.
"It's an opportunity to race some additional things that
they don't get to do all season," head swimming coach
Candi Eslinger said. "We're all shaved and tapered for that
meet."
All swimmers will swim in five races each instead of
the typical two in a regulation meet. This will get them in
shape for the regional championship in Long Beach, Calif.
that will take place three weeks after the invitational.
"I'd like to be close to a national time in my events,
within a couple seconds," Evan Shute, sophomore, said.
Anne Miller, senior co-captain, has also set goals for

See WRESTLERS, page 13

See SWIMMING, page 13
Photos by Joe Whiteside/Observer
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MEN: UnSuccessful on WRESTLING: Masters of
road; good to be home the mats look promising
Continued from page 13
night. After touring the tow·n first
class the players tested their luck in
the casinos. Freymond wasn't expecting to lose so big at the casinos after
winning big in the tournament.
One player who won big was
Terry Thompson, who was named the
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
men's basketball player of the week.
Five days later, the team hosted
University of Puget Sound (UPS) in
what turned out to be a blowout
game. With Central leading by 15
points at the half, all Wildcat players
got the chance to put the ball through
the net. The 101-60 take-down of
UPS raised Central to a 7-2 record.
· After a brief Christmas break,

Central was off to Bakersfield, Calif.,
for the Roadrunner Classic. In
Central-'s first game, the final quzzer
left the team with no time to come
back after California Baptist hit a lastsecond shot. This loss would lead to
a second game loss to California State
University-Bakersfield. These losses
dropped the Wildcats to 7-5. '
"Our Christmas break was good
because we got the chance to travel
and win some games, but it was bad
because we ·lost those two games in
Bakersfield. We just need to stay
focused on the games we have ahead
of us," junior forward Anthony Lewis
said.
The next few games will determine if Central men's basketball can
hold it down.

SWIMMING: Looking ahead
Continued from page 12
the Wildcat Invitational.
"I would like to maintain my
times for the season," Miller said.
"Personal season bests would be
nice."
James Olson, a freshman, has

already qualified for nationals, but
for most swimmers, the regional
championship will decide who will
be swimming in North Dakota on
March 12.
"We have the potential to take a
~elay for the women and a relay for
the men," Eslinger said.

Other victories at PLU included Franco Santiago, junior con"I was impressed at how well struction management major, who
we were able to adapt to the alti- placed third. Central also came
tude," McGuffin said. "But maybe away with victories in dual matchit was just hard to forget, being that es Friday in Colorado. The team
it was written all over the gym went 32-3 against Western
walls."
Wyoming Community College and
McGuffin is referring to the 30-10 against Western State
many postings reminding and College of Colorado.
intimidating the players of the altiBoth Novak and Santiago were
tude a~ the gym, "Breathe easy, it's All-Americans last year.
only 7,795 feet." . ·
Altitude wasn't the only conCentral had nothing to worry . cern for Central's wrestlers while
about. Once again they dominated in Colorado. The tournament gave
the 111ats, taking home a team the wrestlers and· coaches a chance
championship. Along with Salvini, to see teams they will face at
D.C. Hazen, junior construction regionals. The top four wrestlers
management major, and Shane in each weight class from regionals
Jaime, senior sociology major, will advance to nationals, which
placed first in their weight classes. will take place in West Virginia.
Placing second at Colorado were
McGuffin said the team comTy Roberts, junior art major, (third peted very well at the tournaments
at PLU) and Steve Hadsel, fresh- considering the long winter break.
man undeclared major. Taking
"Overall we wrestled like a
third at the tournament was Ross national caliber team should,"
Kondo, junior business education McGuffin said. "It's my first team
major (second at PLU), and Jared championship. It's a step forward
Novak, senior construction man- from where we were, and just a
agement major, finished fourth few steps from where we want, to
(second at PLU).
be."

Continued from page -72

Men's b-ball
is at home
by Christien Neuson
Staff reporter
The
Central
Washington
University men's basketball team
will have their next home game today
against Western Oregon University.
The game that is concerning the
Wildcats is the following home game
against Humboldt State University
(HSU). HSU's 10-0 record combined with junior forward Austin
Nichols' scoring and junior forward
Fred Hooks' rebounding makes a perfect recipe for execution. Coming
close to selling out every home basketball game,. the HSU Lumberjacks
have been riding a high horse all season long.
"We're gonna have to come with
that "A" game in order to beat
Humboldt," junior forward, Anthony
Lewis said. "We have no advantage
over them, but we really want that
win."

Don't miss the "Rock~ Roll with the Wildcats" contest spon~ored by The Wild Goose!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.C.E.S.S.
Acce~sing

Career Employment Success Strategies

~aturday, February 1, 20031

Student
Survival Items
Last minute items for your
or apartment.

Be Prepared! Be Confident! Be Successful!
CDS Presents ACESS - A day of
);>
);>

~
~
);>

Employer-led Workshops
Professional Business Luncheon
Business Wardrobe Presentation
Resume Critiques
Mock Interviews with Employers

-

Register by: Tuesday. January 28. 2003
Cost:
$15.00 (space is limited)
Sponsored by Career Development Services, Barge 202 & 204M
Registration forms available from
your academic department, CDS or online at www.cwucareer.com.

Open 7 days a Week!
Aeross the street from Alberton·s
509-925-9851 • 800-858-2427 • www.jerrols.com
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Q&A with Coach Whitney
Women's head basketball coach
by Ryan Loetscler
Staff reporter

This past week I went _to my first
\\'0111e11 ~~ Wildcat basketball game vs.
St. Martins College, and I couldn't
help bw wonda who the people are
thm 111ake 1his ream rick. Well, for
starters, the well-dressed man pacing
the sidellnes is six-year head coach
Jeff Whitney. I caught up with coach
Whitney and asked him a few questions about his life and what has made
him a success.

R: So, Coach Whitney what
were your dreams while growing
up?
W: My main goal was to go to college and get a scholarship. My dream
was to play at a nice college and have
a good career, and I knew that I wanted to coach. I figured that coaching
would be something that I would like
to do. I've seen people that don't like
their jobs and I figured man, 'If I
could coach that would be something
that I would want to do everyday.' I
think if you don't have that feeling
then you shouldn't be coaching.
You've got to love what you're doing,
because the pay is not great, the hours
aren't great, and there'~ a lot of stress,
but it's definitely something I love to
do.
R: How did you get from a high
school kid with dreams to head
coach of the Central Washington
University women's basketball
team?

W: Well it's funny. I went to pl~y
JC ball for two years at Olympic
Community College and sustained
some serious injuries. So I decided to
go to work for the family business.
Low and behold one of the high
school coaches got a hold of me and
said we want to get you involved, aod
so it st~rted there at North Kitsap. I
started as a volunteer assistant with
women's basketball, and I said, 'you
know I could do this,' and we won a

W: Well I think the cliChe answer
of course is your Dad because that's a
roll model for you. So, I'd say at
home it was definitely my dad,
because he was always driving me to
be better at whatever I did. As far as
a hero type, people that I really
looked up to were your Magic
Johnsons and your Larry Birds,
because I idolized how they played
with such passion.

W: I'm thinking, 'nail it.' I'm
thinking, 'make it,' the whole time,
that's all that went through my mind.
R: When she did hit it, was it
just pandemonium or what?

W: Oh yeah, I probably jumped as
high as my vertical would allow me at
my age. I think we all were; the bench
was just erupting. It was definitely
joy, because we went down there last
R: Let's switch to this season. year and went 0-2 and lost to them in
UC San Diego, final game of their ' overtime. So, I was happy for the
annual invitational tournament, team because they really played hard.
down by two points with five seconds
left.
R:
How
What's going
sweet
are
through your
those victories
mind at this
as compared
point as you
to a blowout?
take a thirtyW: Oh, they
second time
don't
even
out? What do
you say to
compare.
When
your
your team?
team goes out
W:
Well
and blows out a
- Jeff Whitney
team, they're
about five years
probably done
ago I would
have been squirming all over on what after twenty-five minutes. But man,
we were going to do, but with experi- when you go down to the wire and
ence,
as sqon as we called the time you win, the joy is just awesome
Joe Whiteside/Observer
out we knew what we were going to because it could have gone either way.
Alayna \{incent (rear) and Kelsey Ellis listen to Head
do. We made sure to get our players So winning those close ones are great,
Women's Basketball Coach Jeff Whitney during a timeout
rested and inform them of what we but the problem is that those close
wanted done, which doesn't always games are the games that give coachagainst Saint Martins College.
happen once they go out on the floor. es heart attacks and lost hair. You
couple state championships there.
But with five seconds left to go, they don't want close games, but when you
The funny thing was after doing that l
W: I think a quote that I was given executed very well. They did just do get in one and win them, they're
really didn't want to coach high a long time ago. Something to the what we asked th~m to do, and lucki- awesome.
school anymore because I figured we effect of 'tough times don't last, tough ly for us the shot was wide open. As
R: We've heard a quote that's
had dqne all we could do. So I decid- people do.' That's something that my a coach, that's real exciting, because it
ed that I had to come here and finish girlfriend, now my wife, told me. proves they listen. So that's what I helped you a lot in your life. What
my . degr~e. Well Gary Fredrick, the That quote, to me, really means a lot, was most proud of in that five seconds would be the best piece of advice
athletic director here at the time, saw and I think we kind of instill that in is that our leader, Meggen Kautzky, you would give to someone trying to
me walking down the hall, recognized · our players, too. You know you're stepped up, told them what we needed follow his or her dreams?
me, and asked if I wanted to help out going to go through some tough to do, then went back out on the floor
W: I think that if you really want
here at Central. So Gary Fredrick was times, but they won't last as long as and it got done.
something, really go after it, especialresponsible for getting me back into you're a tough person.
the coaching field, and I've been
R: A lot of emotions can occur in ly when you're young. When you get
doing it ever since.
R: ·Everyone has some sort of five seconds, so what are you think- older, you don't want to look back and
hero growing up, whether it's in ing when Linsday Weiss gets the say, 'Only if I would have.' I think
R: What was the best advice .sports, a superhero or what have ball and steps behind the three any goal is achievable; it's just what
you're willing to do to achieve it.
ever given to you?
you. Who was your hero and why? ·point line to shoot?

''

. Tough
· times don't
last, tough _
people
do.

''

Athletes of the Break.
Two athletes that contributed steadily to their teams have been declared the "Best of Break."
by Adina Johnson
Staff reporter

Senior guard Terry Thompson is
the men's basketb(lll "Best of Break"
pick for his standout numbers despite
the team's four-game losing streak.
The Great Northwest Athletic
Conference named Thompson Player
of the Week for the week of Dec. 815. Averaging an impressive 18.7
points per game, 5.2 boards and
shooting just under 50 percent from
the field, the senior is doing his part to
help the Wildcats to their first win of
winter quarter. After tough losses to
California
State
UniversityBakersfield and University of Alaska-

Fairbanks , the men's team is hoping
to turn the tables tonight against
Western Oregon University as the
Wildcats return for .the first time since
mid-December.
Representing the women's basketball team is sophomore center, Alayna
Vincent. Vincent is the "Best of
Break" pick after posting steady numbers throughout the last month of play
which helped the women's team to
achieve its 3-1 record over the break.
Vincent was the Wildcats leading
scorer averaging 14.4 points a game,
and she is the total point leader with
130 points on the season. Vincent's
rebounding efforts are just as strong,
pulling down almost six· per game,

and being owner to 30 of the 46 total
offensive boards for the Wildcat
women.
The team had a record of 7-2
before starting the month of January.
Now with two recent losses to Saint
Martin's College and Northwest
Nazarene University, the ladies hope
the third time is a charm for their last
game of a three-game stretch at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The Wildcat basketball teams
have back-to-back games this
Saturday at Nicholson Pavilion as the
women go hea.d-to~head with Seattle
Pacific University at 5 p.m and the
men face top ranked Humboldt State
University at 7p.m.

Terry Thompson

Alayna Vincent
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WOMEN: Successful on the
road, uneasy on home court
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m

Wide World
of Sports
Men's Basketball:

Continued from page 12
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Tree Invitational, Dec. 28-29.
On Dec. 28, Central defeated
Western New Mexico University 7751. Senior guard Karissa Martin
scored 17 points and had five assists,
and sophomore guard Loni Ainslie
scored 16 points with five three-pointers.
The next night Central defeated
· UCSD 65-64.
Junior forward
Lindsay Weiss scored 14 points and
had 10 rebounds.
During the break, however, t~e
Wildcats had an injured player.
"(Senior ·guard) Angela Jensen
fractured the ankle," Whitney said.
"The bone fracture takes almost two
months. She'll get another year (of
eliga,bility); it'll be nice to carry her
career back."
After losing Jensen, a key player,
Kautzky showed leadership both on
and off the court.
"She's (Kautzky) been a major key
why we're where we are right now,"
Whitney said. "She's taking the scoring level up, her assist level is going
up and just getting people the ball
. where they need it."
·
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Han's (iym offers:
• A variety of aerobics classes
including both pilates and yoga
• Cerified Aerobics instructors
• Off Street Parking
• Great Atmosphere!

a.ca .·

..•. · •·· ... ·
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Celebrate a Woman's Right to Choose

ONLY $5 for students!
Call (509) 225-3417 to reserve your seat!

Planned Parenthood"

of Ct'ntral Washington

get $1500+ for putting an ad on your
newer model VW 4
Nat'! Beverage Company
Get free product and cool prizes!
Refer Beetle drivers & get $100
Call 1-866-245-3237 ext. 207

WE WANT TO ADOPT A BABY!

Kristen & Jim will be great pare~ts
with lots of love and giggles. Open
Adoption. http://
home.mindspring .com/-kristeno
Toll-free (866) 348-5281 or lawyer
Joan (206) 728-5858 case 5320.
ADOPT: A childless couple with

love to share will provide a lifetime
ofsecurity and happiness. Expenses
paid. Call Patricia and Bill at
1-888-661-4055. 12/5

CANOPY FOR FORD RANGER

longbed, 1993-99, interior carpet,
tinted windows, canopy-to-cab seal,
white, great c~ndition, $400. Call
Chris, 925-7141.1130
·

Women's
Basketball:
Nicholson Pavillron
1/18 Seattle Pacific

@

Swimming:
Aquatics Facility
1/25-26
Wildcat Invitational

@

Wrestling:
1/1 7 @ Banks, Oregon
vs. Southern Oregon
1/18 @ Oregon City,
Oregon
Clackamas Open
1/28 @ Nicholson
Pavillion
Yakima Valley
Community College

. Are you a freshman,

sophomore

BARTENDER TRAINEES
NEEDED.

$230 a day potential.
Local positions.
l-800-293-3985 ext. 192

121s

!or junior?
Do you want to earn .a paycheck? .
Do you want to walk backwards and talk?

. We want people who are organized, fun and
enthusiastic to show prospective students
around the University. We are looking for
3-4 tour guides and 2 office coordinators.
Come by Mitchell Hall 1st floor and look
for the sign that says Central Visitation .
Program to get your application! _L ast day to
apply is January 24th.
No phone calls please.

Join PPCW on Tuesday, February 4,
12-1 :30 p.m. at the
YWCA in Yakima
for a luncheon to celebrate our freedom of choice.

ATTENTION
VW BEETLE DRIVERS

•

If so, the Central Visitation Program
is looking for YOU!

This year marks the 30th anniversary of Roe v. Wade, the
Supreme Court case that declared abortion safe and legal.

LOST: GRAY SHEEPSKIN FUR
CAP. Great sentimental value.
Reward. Call Christian Schneider,
963-1218

Nicholson Pavillion
1/16 Western Oregon
1/18 Humboldt Stare

@

Your First Visit is FREE!!

dOes intram1.fraLsoftbaH start?

, .• .• •. •. .

GYM-i II t-

it your New Years resolution invoives getting
into better physical shape,
Hans' Gym is the place to get you started!!

untiLJhelseasori<startsh,W!f1en ·.
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The Wildcats lost their second
Whitney also knows how hard
Kautzky has worked during the pre- consecutive game 69- 72 at home
against NNU last Sunday. Junior
season.
"Without her doing that, we guard Kelsey Ellis had a game-high of
would've been in big trouble. I think eight rebounds and 20 points.
"Defensively, we played very well
the teammates really respect her. for
what she's done, because going from the second half," Whitney said. "I
guard to point guard is a totally dif- thought we had a lot of really good
ferent position, and point guard is one intensity and a lot of effort for the first
of the hardest on the floor. She has half which we needed to stay in it."
The crowd pointed out the team's
done a outstanding job," Whitney
poor free throw percentage, which
said.
After winning the UCSD tourna- was 50.0 percent last Thursday and
ment, the Wildcats came home and 55.6 percent last Saturday, for the
hosted two games against Saint Wildcats.
"I think they've had a problem
Martin's College (SMC) and
Northwest Nazarene . University with their free throw percentage,"
Seiichi Hayami, junior public relation
(NNU) on Jan. 9 and 11.
Last Thursday, the Wildcats were major, said.
Whitney likes the improvement he
defeated by SMC 60-69, though
Weiss scored 20 points and Kautzky is seeing in the team.
"We are playing a lot of young
scored 13 points and had eight
people and I like to see they are getrebounds.
"We definitely underachieved as a ting better," Whitney said. "I like the
team," Ana Tuiaea-Ruud, assistant effort."
The Wildcats will face off against
women's basketball coach, said. "Our'
whole program is based on defense. the No. 2-ranked Seattle Pacific
We really need to get back what we University at 5 p.m. on Jari. 18 at
had before defensively because that Nicholson Pavilion.
The next game will be Jan. 23 at
helps carry over into our offense. It
Seattle University.
helps propel us offensively."

THREE FEMALES NEED A
FEMALE ROOMMATE at

Creekside Townhouse. $285 + one
fourth of utilities. 925-7020 1130
FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED to share newer house on

very quiet cul-de-sac less than a mile
NW of CWU campus.Bedroom can
be furnished or unfurnished. Own
bathroom and storage space. Rent is
$350 (Incl. utilities, phone, and
cable, excludes long di stance phone)
Refundable damage/cleaning deposit
$300. Call for more information:
962-2 105 (eve·s.) 963-1573 (days)
MONDAY IS
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
DAY.
HONOR HIS MEMORY

SPORTS TEAMS
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS

Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with
a proven CampusFundraiser 3 Kvur
fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraisin·g dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238, or visit
www.campusfund raiser.com

Claalfled ads cost tS.50
for the tint 15 words., plus
20 cents for each additional word per lnsertlorl.
Must be prepaid.

_staJdeNtz:
Need IUIOOL3
?
_seLL

~r

llNl'aNted

st11m

fl'ef cLaSSIF•edS For
StlJdeNtSJ
eMa•L ~llr ·ad to

pa5ec@c'11J.ed1J
or Call

963-1026

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

January 6,

2003

Dear Students, Faculty, Staff, and Administrators of Central Washington University:
Our focus this year on events that reinforce our ongoing commitment to diversity has already produced a
rich schedule of lectures, workshops, and performances, with more to come throughout the year. All of
these events are intended to reaffirm that Central Washington University strives to be an inclusive,
welcoming, and safe community for all people regardless of sexual orientation, race, gender, religion,
national origin, or disability. We oppose expressions of hatred and violence directed toward any individual
or group and expressly prohibit harassment and illegal discrimination. We would like to thank all of you
who have embraced the university's position on diversity and to acknowledge the individual and collective
actions you have taken to welcome those whose lifestyles, views, and origins differ from your own. Through
your actions, you not only protect the rights of every individual, but you also send a powerful message to
others that hatred, violence, discrimination, and harassment are unacceptable at Central Washington
University.
Still, despite your best efforts to prevent them, incidents occur on our campus from time to time that make
students, faculty, and staff fear for their safety. In the last month, two rather public incidents have reminded
us that we are not immune to unwelcome behavior. In one incident, a specific religious group was targeted
and, in the other, gay and lesbian individuals were targeted.
When incidents such as these occur, we will take appr~priate action. When disciplinary actions are
warranted, we will pursue them. When illegal behaviors occur, we will seek legal sanctions. The most
enduring solution, however, will be found only in our individual and collective dedication to civility and
tolerance. We must be willing to re-examine our own behavior and to speak out when we witness l:iateful
and hurtful actions by others. We must commit ourselves to creating and maintaining a campus community
that embraces diversity and is healthy, safe, and secure for everyone.
Thank you again for the work you've already done and for the work you will do in the future to ensure
that Central is such a community.

Sincerely,

Jerilyn S. Mdntyre
President

Rich Cor.ona
Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs

David Saltz
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs

Paul Baker
Vice President for University Relations

~/JJ-~
Charlotte Tullos
Vice President for Student Affairs and
Enrollment Management

Elizabeth Street
Executive Assistant to the President

Office of the President . 400 East 8th Avenue . Ellensburg WA 98926-7501 . · Phone: 509-963-2II1 . Fax: 509-963-3206

